The DIN Data
Science Forum
For leaders looking to access cost
effective data science expertise
in partnership with

The Data Science
Challenge
Many Housing Providers realise the significant
value of data for their organisation. Some have
built in-house teams of data analysts and
business intelligence (BI) developers to meet
the reporting needs of the organisation. These
teams are very aware that the ability to use
data proactively, using predictive analytics and
artificial intelligence, will deliver a step-change
in value.
But these capabilities require specialist skills,
usually in the form of data scientists. Data
scientists have a deep understanding of how
data can be used and exploited, and how it can
be practically applied to business problems.
They are business analysts, data analysts,
coders and machine learning developers all
rolled into one.

And getting the balance of engaging an
experienced data scientist and pay a
reasonable rate may not be achievable.
Good data scientists are in high demand.

Recruiting data scientists can be a real
challenge – many data scientists will look to
join organisations with a range of tricky
problems to solve, and ideally with an
established team to work with, both of which
Housing Providers will struggle to offer.

Once recruited, the data scientists expect
to be constantly be motivated with new
challenges and learning opportunities.
Those Housing Providers that have recruited
data scientists have struggled to keep them
because of this reason.

So, imagine...
Having access to experienced data
scientists only when you need them,
who can dip in and out of projects?
Being able to provide learning
opportunities and mentorship for 		
your existing data analysts?
The ability to carry out high-return
predictive analyticsprojects
without the headache of
recruiting and retaining
data scientists?

This is the
Data Science Forum

The DIN Data Science
Forum for Housing
Providers
The DIN Data Science Forum is for those
housing providers who want to get maximum
value from their data and are looking for
smarter ways to achieve it. The forum provides
ad-hoc data science / analytics advice for
when your analytics team comes up against
tricky problems or when you need some
extra resource.
The forum is delivered by Greenhouse
Intelligence on behalf of DIN. Greenhouse
Intelligence is an AI consultancy with a strong
track record in the housing sector. This is led
by Andrew Burgess who co-runs the Intelligent
Automation Network (IAN), a specialist group
for DIN members).
Greenhouse Intelligence has senior data
scientists with experience of the housing
sector that can support your team to meet your
organisational objectives at short notice.
In addition to ad-hoc advice, we will also
provide mentorship to your data team to help
them develop their skills in the most
appropriate way.

For longer
engagements, we can
provide on-demand
data science expertise at discounted rates as
and when you need it, paid by the hour or day.
All of this will keep your data science and
analytics team motivated and skilled to deliver
maximum value to your organisation.
Andrew Burgess
A management
consultant, author and
speaker with over 25
years’ experience, Andrew
is considered an authority
on innovative and disruptive technologies
including Artificial Intelligence and Robotic
Process Automation, and is regularly invited
to speak at conferences on these subjects.
He has been advising the housing sector
for the past 4 years across a range of clients,
and is a partner organisation of DIN.

Membership Benefits
Being a member of the DIN
Data Science Forum provides
you with the following:

Access to
• experienced data scientists for
ad-hoc technical queries by email,
with a 24hr turnaround
(during working hours).
• experienced data scientists and
AI advisors for ad-hoc guidance
on data science projects, by email
and/or video call.
• discounted on-demand data science 		
resource, charged by the hour/day,
as and when you need it.
• discounted data science resources
that understand your business,
for more substantial project-based
work when you require time.

In addition
Mentorship of:
•

your data team, for general advice 		
and guidance on the world of
data science.

Getting
you started
•

•

On signing up, we will have a short session
with you to better understand your 			
business, your organisation, your
experience of data science, and your
objectives.
We will set up a data sharing agreement
between your organisation and 			
Greenhouse Intelligence that will cover
such aspects as data security and GDPR

How could Data Science
and Artificial Intelligence
support the social
housing sector?
The potential is huge, here are a few
areas to get you started:
• Predict rent arrears
• Predict call demand
• Identify customer segments
• Identify vulnerable customers
• Identify mouldy rooms
• Predict repairs
• Predict flood risk
• Identify fraudulent transactions
• Spot anti-social behaviour
• Find optimum routes to solving
customer problems

DIN Data science forum fees
£1,500 for six months or £2,900 for 12 months
per Housing Provider who is a DIN member
£2,700 for six months or £4,900 for 12 months
to non-DIN members. (Six months minimum subscription period)
This provides you with access to ad-hoc support on data science
and analytics questions whenever you need it, as well as ongoing
mentorship of your data analytics team.
Should you need experienced data scientists to carry out short pieces of work, membership
of the forum also provides access to discounted Data Scientists on-demand, which are
charged at £850 per day (market rates are normally over £1,200).
For more substantial data science projects (> 5 days)
we would agree a fixed fee based on a lower day rate.

Join the DIN Science Forum here

(All prices exclude VAT)

To find out more about the DIN Data Science Forum,
please contact:
Jenny Danson, DIN Data Science Forum Director
Jenny.Danson@DisruptiveInnovatorsNetwork.co.uk
Tel 07733 323 748
www.disruptiveinnovatorsnetwork.co.uk
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